Monotonic creep tests were carried out on fine-grained Al-5356 alloy with grain size d g ¼ 5 AE 0:5 mm by the helicoid spring specimen technique at homologous temperatures ranging from 0.63 to 0.74 and applied stresses of 0.13 to 1.42 MPa. At stresses lower than about 0.50 MPa, Bingham-type viscous creep with activation energy Q ¼ 80 AE 25 kJ/mol, characterized by a threshold stress which decreases with increasing temperature, was predominant. At a stress above about 0.50 MPa, grain boundary sliding with a stress exponent n ¼ 2 and Q ¼ 85 AE 25 kJ/mol obviously contributed to the measured creep data. Stress redistribution was evaluated, and it did not greatly influence the stress exponent. The creep mechanisms were elucidated with respect to standard creep models supported by the substructures studied by transmission electron microscopy. Viscous creep (n ¼ 1) was identical to be Harper-Dorn creep controlled by dislocation core diffusion. The motion of jogs on edge dislocations dependent on dislocation core diffusion was observed to control the creep. Grain boundary sliding accommodated by slip with n ¼ 2 was noted, while hardening and the recovery of dislocations at grain boundaries were suggested to control the creep. Microstructural observations along with a determination of parametric variations in the creep rates were useful for identifying the underlying deformation mechanisms.
Introduction
The safe creep lives of industrial parts are frequently required to be 20 or 30 years, and often even longer. In this case, the strain rate can be very low, on the order of 10 À10 s
À1
or even lower. Conventional tension creep tests are less useful for measuring creep properties at such a low strain rate due to the small magnitude of strain, and creep tests must be performed for a very long duration. On the other hand, extrapolation of these values from creep (or strain) rates that can be measured by uniaxial creep tests at higher stress or higher temperature, or both, is perilous because creep mechanisms can change at low stress. Thus, the helicoid spring technique has been used [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] to study creep at such low strain rates, since this test provides greater strain sensitivity than compression and tension tests. 14) However, the helicoid spring technique is not free of its own limitations. The main problem is the non-uniform distribution of stress across the specimen coil cross-section. The stress and strain generally increase from the center to the surface, where these values are at a maximum. Therefore, a redistribution of stress will occur when creep behavior is non-viscous. 4, 15) It is possible to find the correct solution from a series of tests at various load levels by solving the appropriate integral equations numerically as described by Kloc et al. 15) It has been suggested that the dominant deformation mechanism in creep of fine-grained materials [16] [17] [18] at low stress is grain boundary sliding (GBS) rather than diffusional creep (Coble creep or Nabarro-Herring creep). The following GBS models that were originally suggested to explain superplastic behavior have also been used to interpret mechanical creep data at low stress in these materials. The mechanism of GBS has been adequately explained by the Ball and Hutchison model, 19) which is illustrated in Fig. 1 . This model proposes that GBS occurs readily, but then further sliding is blocked or inhibited at regions such as triple points and grain boundary ledges. The generation of lattice dislocations (LD), however, can remove these impediments. LD emitted from the ledges or triple points travel within the grain to the opposite grain boundaries, where they pile-up. This process consists of two sequential steps. The first involves the rate of LD glide on a favored slip plane, and the second involves the rate of LD climb at the opposite end of the grain. The slowest of the two mechanisms will be ratecontrolling. When LD climb is rate-controlling, the climb process will be that of atom (ion) diffusion near/in the grain boundary. LD pile-up will lead to a stress exponent of 2. While LD glide is rate-controlling as pointed out by Fukuyo et al., 20) the creep rate becomes directly proportional to the stress, with a grain size exponent equal to 2 and an activation energy equal to that for impurity diffusion. The theory of GBS was further elaborated by Sherby and Verall, 21) and later modified by Kaibyshev et al. 22) based on hardening and recovery of dislocations within grain boundaries (GB). The hardening due to the easy generation of LD's in the GB at pile-up of grain boundary dislocations is significant, while the rate of recovery, the kinetics of which are determined by LD absorption by boundaries, is high. Another useful model for understanding the GBS process is that related to the ''core-and-mantle'' theory of Gifkins, 23) who considers grain boundary sliding with slip recovery mechanisms in the vicinity of the grain boundary (the mantle) to be critical, whereas deformation within the grain (the core), which is controlled only by a slip process, is negligible in the superplastic range.
However, our understanding of GBS at low stress is less developed than that at high stress in the region of superplastic deformation. There have been even fewer reports on the expected microstructural characteristics of GBS, such as the generation of LD from GB ledges and/or triple points, LD pile-up at GB, etc. In addition, little is known about creep at low stress in dispersion-strengthened materials with ultrafine grains, partly because, in the low-stress creep region, those materials is often associated with a very low strain rate, _ " " < 10 À10 s À1 . Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the behavior and mechanism of creep at low stress in a (dispersion-strengthened) Al-Mg alloy with fine grains, where the dominant creep deformation is expected to be GBS. We performed helicoid spring creep tests and microstructural observations using TEM/STEM in which we compared the change in the microstructure of recrystallized and as-crept specimens.
Experimental
The experiments were performed on Al-5356 alloy in the form of wires with diameter d ¼ 1:6 mm. Its chemical composition by weight percent was 4.81 Mg, 0.08 Si, 0.13 Fe, 0.01 Cu, 0.07 Mn and 0.08 Cr, with the balance is Al. Helicoid spring specimens with a mean coil diameter D ¼ 18:8 mm were prepared by winding the wires on threaded stainless steel bolts. The bolts with wound wires were heat-treated in air for 48 h at 723 K to fix the helicoid shape and obtain a recrystallized microstructure. The grain size was d g ¼ 5 AE 0:5 mm.
Creep tests were performed using the helicoid spring technique at temperatures T ¼ 573{673 K and applied stress 3 MPa. Figure 2 shows the test apparatus, which has three adjacent heaters that are independently controlled to achieve a uniform temperature distribution in the helicoid sample with an accuracy of AE1 K. The pitches of helicoid samples were measured using a light-emitting diode with an accuracy of 0.5 mm. Two points received special attention to avoid human error: (1) helicoid-spring specimens with an equal coil-pitch spacing, , were chosen, and (2) helicoidspring specimens with axes strictly parallel to the axis in the initial state were used in creep tests.
The following equations 24, 25) have been used to calculate the mean surface shear stress, , and the surface shear strain, , assuming pure torsion of the helicoid spring specimen:
where P is the average load, D is the coil diameter (18.8 mm), d is the wire diameter and Á is the displacement (deflection) of the mean coil-pitch spacing. In this study, torsion is the dominant factor because D is much greater than d ðD=d ¼ 12Þ. In addition, changes from 2.5 to 4 mm during creep deformation at low stress. The data reported by Ishibashi et al. 26) on the relation between torsion and normal elastic strains in a Sn-Ag helicoid spring analyzed by the finite element method revealed that normal elastic strains can be neglected under a coil pitch spacing of 2.5 to 4.5 mm. Therefore, the creep deformation in the present study at low stress, less than about 2.0 MPa, can be considered to be pure torsion strains. Since the stress and strain in the helicoid spring are essentially shear values, they can be transformed to the equivalent tensile quantities using tensile stress ¼ ffiffi ffi 3 p and tensile strain " ¼ = ffiffi ffi 3 p . Microstructures in recrystallized and as-crept specimens were observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). The observation area was the middle part of cross-sections of the wires. Thin foils for observation were prepared by mechanical polishing and twin-jet electropolishing using a mixture of 30% HNO 3 and 70% methanol at 243 K. The TEM observation was conducted with a JEOL JEM-2000EX/T transmission electron microscope operated at 200 kV and scanning transmission electron microscopy performed using FEI TECHNAI F20 at 200 kV. Creep Mechanisms in a Fine-Grained Al-5356 Alloy at Low Stress and High Temperature
Results and Discussion

Creep curves
Thirty-five creep curves were obtained and analyzed. As an example, a set of eight creep curves obtained with the experimental specimens at a temperature of 623 K is shown in Fig. 3 . In this case, the stress RE ranged from 0.20 to 1.17 MPa. All of the creep curves exhibit a transient stage (the creep rate decreases with time), and no apparent steady-state stage. Therefore, the following Li's equation 27) was used to fit the curves to obtain a steady-state strain rate, which is based on the multiplication and exhaustion (immobilization) of dislocations in the transient creep stage:
where " is the strain, " 0 is the transient strain rate, _ " " s is the steady-state strain rate, _ " " i is the initial strain rate, k 1 is a constant and t is the creep time.
The results are shown in Fig. 4 . The Li's equation very closely duplicates the creep curve, no matter strain versus time shown in Fig. 4 (a) or strain rate versus time curve on the log-log scale shown in Fig. 4 (b).
Dependence of the steady-state strain rate on stress
The dependence of the steady-state strain rate _ " " s on the applied stress less than 1.48 MPa in linear relations is shown in Fig. 5 . At low stresses of less than about 0.50 MPa, the steady-state creep rate is characterized by Bingham viscous behavior; hence at any given temperature it is proportional to the difference between the applied stress and a threshold stress. At high stresses above about 0.50 MPa, a deviation of creep behavior from a viscous type to one characterized by an applied stress exponent greater than unity was observed. Thus, the measured strain rates consist of two processes that act in parallel: a viscous and a non-viscous process. Consequently, the steady-state strain rate can be expressed as
where _ " " v and _ " " p are the strain rates due to viscous and nonviscous mechanisms, respectively. For the creep strain rates _ " " v and _ " " p , the relations 
and
hold. The coefficients B v and B p characterize the rates of the deformation process in question, E is elastic modulus and 0v and 0p are the respective threshold stress values. The dependence of the steady-state creep rate on stress was analyzed using eqs. (5) and (6) and the procedure developed by Kloc et al., 15) which take into account the redistribution of stress across the specimen-wire cross-section by two stages of numerical evaluation. The numerical algorithms were solved using Matlab software. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . In the region of Bingham viscous creep, the redistribution of stress in the steady-stage only influences the value for the threshold stress ( 0v ¼ 3 4 0 , where 0v is the threshold stress corrected for the stress redistribution and 0 is for measured values) as obtained by extrapolation of the creep rate-stress relation to a creep rate of zero. In the region of non-viscous creep, the stress exponent, n, after correction is 2.4, and even though this value is larger than the n ¼ 2:1 for experimental data, it is still within acceptable limits. Therefore, the stress redistribution did not influence the analysis of creep mechanisms in this study.
The threshold stress in the region of Bingham viscous creep is small, and ranges from 0.06 to 0.11 MPa. However, in principle, it still must be taken into account. The temperature-dependence of the threshold stress is shown in Fig. 7 . It can be described as
where A ¼ 0:46 and B ¼ 0:54 (melting temperature T m ¼ 901 K). The threshold stress decreases with an increase in temperature. A plot of stress, À 0 , against the steady-state strain rate, _ " " s , in a double-logarithm format for all data investigated by helicoid spring creep tests at different temperatures is shown in Fig. 8 , in which three distinct regions can be observed. In region I, the stress exponent is 1, whereas stress exponent values of about 2 and 4.2 were obtained in regions II and III, respectively. The creep behavior in region III (n % 4:2) at highest stress is quite complicated due to the non-uniform distribution of stress across the specimen coil cross-section. This may reflect the contribution of a mix of creep behaviors: viscous (n ¼ 1) and non-viscous (n % 2 and 4.2). Therefore, the data were not analyzed in detail. Still, there is clearly a change in creep behavior with a decrease in stress.
3.3 Dependence of the steady-state strain rate on temperature The activation energy, Q c , was determined by fitting the data to the Arrhenius equation
where A 1 is a constant that depends on the materials and stress, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the testing temperature. Figure 9 shows _ " " s on a logarithmic scale plotted against the reciprocal temperature, 1=T, for regions I, II and III. Activation energy values of 80 AE 25 kJ/mol and 85 AE 25 kJ/mol were obtained for regions I and II. However, the activation energy for region III was much higher (123 AE 20 kJ/mol). the operation of a dislocation climb-based creep mechanism. The activation energy in such a case should be comparable with that of lattice diffusion of the base element of the alloy (i.e., lattice self-diffusion). The activation energy value in this study compares well with those obtained by other researchers with Al-Mg alloys. [28] [29] [30] On the other hand, the stress exponent value of about 2 and the activation energy value of 82 AE 25 kJ/mol obtained in region II suggest the operation of a grain boundary sliding (GBS)-related mechanism of deformation. Moreover, Q I =Q III ¼ Q II =Q III ¼ 0:67, and this agrees well with that expected for GBS. In general, the activation energy for GBS (Q gbs ) is around 0.5-0.8 Q l .
The stress exponent of 1 and the activation energy equal to that for the grain boundary diffusion for region I suggest that Coble creep is the rate-controlling mechanism.
Comparison of creep mechanisms with creep models
The well-known mechanisms of creep associated with a stress exponent of 1 at high temperature with small or intermediate grain sizes are Nabarro-Herring (N-H) creep (diffusion of vacancies through a lattice), and Coble creep (controlled by the motion of vacancies along grain boundaries). The activation energy for the Coble creep mechanism is equal to the grain boundary diffusion energy. In contrast, the N-H creep mechanisms require activation energies higher than the grain boundary diffusion energy and equal to the lattice diffusion energy.
The stress exponent of 1 and the activation energy equal to the grain boundary diffusion energy in region I suggest a mechanism controlled by Coble creep. To clearly establish Coble creep as the rate-controlling mechanism in region I, the steady-state creep rates obtained from region I at 573 K can be compared to predications based on the standard Coble creep model, which can be described by the following equation 31) _ " "kT
where D gd is the diffusion coefficient along a grain boundary (D gd ¼ Q 0gb exp½ÀQ gb =RT, where Q 0gb is a frequency factor, Q gb is a grain boundary diffusion activation energy), k is the Boltzmann's constant, b is the Burgers vector, d g is the mean grain size and E is the elastic modulus. The factors used in this study are shown in Table 1 . [32] [33] [34] Good agreement between the actual strain rates and those predicated by the Coble creep model would indicate that Coble creep is the rate-controlling mechanism in region I. Alternatively, if we calculated the model prefactor for region I and compared it with the standard prefactor for Coble creep, this would also provide serve good verification. The coble constant for the data corresponding to 573 K in region I is 5:2 Â 10 À2 . This is less than the theoretical Coble constant value, i.e., 22.4. The lack of agreement between region I and Coble creep as a rate-controlling mechanism is clearly revealed in Fig. 10 . The above analysis suggests that none of the standard creep mechanisms describe region I. Similar analyses were carried for region II to substantiate the earlier determination of the pertinent rate-controlling creep mechanisms. In Fig. 11 , the data in region II were fitted to the GBS model proposed by Kaibyshev et al.
22)
The model was based on the experimental results under the assumption of a threshold stress, an activation energy comparable to that for grain boundary diffusion and the absence of dislocation pile-up in the observed specimen. For these cases, the recovery process due to the disappearance of grain boundary dislocations formed at the absorption of lattice dislocations by the boundaries also controls GBS. In this case, GBS can be described by the Kaibyshev's model 
which, when written writing in normalized form, becomes
i is the stress for lattice dislocation (LD) generation. The activation energy used for this analysis is the same as that determined for region II. The GBS constant was calculated for data points corresponding to the creep data in region II, which is about one times larger than the 4.29. However, if we consider the uncertainties in the various constants in the model equation, this value can be considered acceptable. Thus, the creep mechanism in region II can be considered to be GBS, while hardening and recovery of dislocations at grain boundaries control the creep.
Substantiating creep mechanisms through TEM
examination Although parametric dependences have long been used to predict which creep mechanisms are operating, it is prudent to verify these assertions through microstructural examination. TEM and STEM were used to study the structural details in annealed and as-crept specimens. Figure 12 shows a representative bright-field STEM micrograph of the annealed specimen. It clearly depicts the equiaxed grain structure present in the annealed materials and precipitates located in the grain and GB. For 5% Mg, one of the precipitates is -Al 3 Mg 2 , as shown in the Al-Mg phase diagram.
35) The -Al 3 Mg 2 dissolves during creep deformation at T > 523 K (250 C). 35) Micrographs with different g vectors (Fig. 13) show no evidence for the existence of dislocations. Hence, the presence of new microstructural features in the crept specimens suggests that they have been generated during the creep process, and may reflect the micromechanisms involved. Notes that the microstructural features in region II should reflect the micromechanisms involved in regions I and II because a redistribution of stress occur along the radius of the circular cross-section and the actual stress in the observation area is lower than the applied stress.
Microstructural features in region II
GBS suggested by Kaibyshev et al. 22) has been proposed as the rate-controlling mechanism in region II. In this model, GB acts as both a source of and means for the absorption of LD in ultrafine-grained materials. Thus, the microstructural characteristics should include LD emission from GB and LD pile-up at GB. TEM studies on specimens corresponding to region II reveal that lattice dislocations are emitted from grain boundaries, as expected for GBS. Figure 14 shows dislocations emitted from grain boundaries, which begin as small semicircles indicated by arrows A, B, and C in Fig. 14(a) and then breaking up, as indicated by arrows D and E in Fig. 14(b) . The emitted dislocations then glide along slip planes marked by arrows G and F in Fig. 14(c) . However, an array of dislocations which is generally observed in pile-ups was not observed in this study partly because of hinder dislocation glide. On the other hand, slip lines/bands indicated by arrows I and H in Fig. 14(c) and the cross-slip of intragranular dislocations indicated by arrow J are also present. These features are not usually reported for GBS and may be associated with the creep mechanism in region I. We will discuss the features in the next section. 
Microstructural features in region I
In the preceding section, the lack of agreement between region I and Coble creep as a rate-controlling mechanism suggests creep behavior that can not be described by Cobletype creep. Another possible viscous-creep mechanism with an activation energy for grain boundary diffusion has been suggested by and recently experimentally verified at low stress by Gollapudi et al. 37) with recrystallized Ti-3Al-2.5V alloy with a mean linear intercept grain size of 6:6 AE 0:4 mm at intermediate temperature, 0:36 À 0:45T m . The Spingarn-Nix model can be described by the following expression
where is the slip-band spacing, is the atomic volume and gb is the grain boundary width. Although slip bands as expected in the Spingarn-Nix model were also observed in this study at high temperature, the predicated strain rates from this equation (the slip band spacings under consideration were measured from the TEM micrograph shown in Fig. 14 and had values of 40 AE 10 nm) are far larger than the experimental data shown in Fig. 10 . Thus, the slip bands in this study are not associated with the relevant main creep mechanism. They may be an accommodation mechanism in GBS.
The shape, configuration and arrangement of dislocations in grains crept to a steady-state creep stage at T ¼ 623 K and ¼ 0:42 MPa in region I are shown in Fig. 15 (a) and (b). According to the micrographs, dislocations have the following characteristics: (i) they are relatively long, randomly distributed and predominantly edge dislocations, (ii) curved dislocations appear over precipitates, (iii) jogged dislocations are formed, and (IV) there is a lack of subgrains. If we also consider dislocation cross-slip shown in Fig. 13(c) , it is reasonable to suggest that jogged dislocations are caused by the process of cross-slip. The motion of jogged edge dislocations controls creep deformation.
These characters of dislocations (random distribution, relatively long and the formation of jogged edge dislocations) resemble those reported in pure Al 38) and Al-Mg alloys 38) in which dislocation characteristics are representative of a genuine substructure associated with Harper-Dorn creep controlled by the climb of jogged edge dislocations. [40] [41] [42] The model of H-D creep controlled by the climb of jogged edge dislocations was considered by Mohamed et al. 40) and elaborated by Hirth and Lothe. 41) Later, Langdon and Yavari 42) reviewed that model and suggested that the most realistic rate-controlling process for H-D was based on the climb of jogged edge dislocations under vacancy saturation conditions. The earlier investigation of H-D creep in Al5%Mg 39) was at a very high temperature 0.96 T m . In that case, vacancy saturation is easily expected. The model of climb under the conditions of vacancy saturation assumes lattice diffusion. At the testing temperature of 0.6-0.7 T m in the present work, vacancy saturation can hardly expected.
For H-D creep controlled by jogged edge dislocations, Hirth and Lothe 41) shows that the steady-state strain rate can be given by
where l je is the jog spacing on the edge dislocations. The thermal jog spacing is on the order of where U j is the formation energy for a jog in an edge dislocation. Let us accept this model with the provision that the lattice diffusion coefficient D L is replaced by the coefficient of dislocation core diffusion D P . If we set ¼ 5 Â 10 3 cm À2 (reported for Al-5%Mg 39) after full annealing), U j ¼ 0:4 eV (reported in aluminum 44) ) and T ¼ 573 K in this work, eq. (14) gives l je ¼ $ 326b. If we put this value into eq. (13), we obtain theoretical H-D constant, 4:7 Â 10 À13 . A HD for the data points corresponding to 573 K is 4:1 Â 10 À12 which is close to the value of theoretical H-D constant 4:7 Â 10 À13 , as shown in Fig. 10 . Thus, the creep mechanism in region I can be attributed to H-D creep controlled by dislocation core diffusion. The creep ratecontrolling mechanism can be suggested to be the motion of jogged edge dislocations.
H-D creep is usually observed at a relatively larger grain size and is not expected in ultrafine-grained materials because the generation of lattice dislocation (LD) is inhibited in these materials at low stress. However, the H-D creep was dominant in this work even at a very small grain size. Thus, it is important to consider the process by which dislocations multiply. The most widely accepted multiplication process which can produce an unlimited number of concentric dislocation loops was proposed by Frank and Read. In this process, a segment of dislocation held at both ends by nodes, impurities or precipitates and lying in a slip plane that contains the Burgers vector acts as a source of dislocation loops. Such a dislocation segment that can act as a source may be the length between nodes in a three-dimensional network because jogs were not formed between precipitates in Fig. 15 . In this case, the critical stress, c , required to operate this source can be approximated as 2Gb ffiffiffi p .
45) The average dislocation density of fully annealed Al-5% Mg is close to 5 Â 10 3 cm À2 . We obtained c ¼ 0:09 MPa with G ¼ 2:1 Â 10 4 MPa. This value is larger than the minimum threshold stress applied in experiments on H-D creep ( % 0:03 MPa). The lower applied stress associated with H-D creep doubt on the dominance of conventional. The substructural features: cross slip in Fig. 14(c) and jogged dislocation in Fig. 15(b) reveal an alternative multiplication by cross-slip that has been suggested to dominate in aluminum at low dislocation densities and tested at low stress. 38) It should be mentioned that the dislocation density observed in the crept helicoid-spring specimens is not constant among the grains. This may be due to non-uniform stress distribution. Because of this, we can not state clearly the dislocation density in the crept specimen. Macroscopic methods for measuring dislocation density, e.g. etch pit method, are less useful in this specimens containing a lot of precipitates because etch pits form not only at the dislocations but also at the precipitates. Therefore, the present study can not provide a clear description about whether dislocation density during the creep deformation is independent on stress or not.
Based on the above experimental data and discussion, the creep mechanisms in a fine-grained dispersed-strengthened alloy at low stress can be described as follows: at relatively high stresses, GBS controlled by hardening and recovery of dislocation at GBs dominates, while at relatively low stresses, H-D creep controlled by dislocation core diffusion dominates.
Conclusions
Creep studies were carried out on fine-grained Al-5356 alloy at high temperature (0.63 to 0.74 T m ) using helicoid spring specimen technique. The creep behavior can be divided into three distinct regions: I, II and III. The creep mechanism in region III is consistent with dislocation climb, but the measurement error is quite large due to complicated stress redistribution. The creep mechanisms in regions I and II at low stress, were identified by correlating the creep results with standard creep models, and further substantiating the results through TEM/STEM examination. Stress redistribution was evaluated, and it did not greatly influence the stress exponent in region II. In region I, Bingham-type viscous creep with an activation energy equal to the dislocation core diffusion energy is dominant. The formation of jogs on edge dislocations and the mechanistic creep parameters suggested the possiblity of a mechanism controlled by Harper-Dorn creep, which is controlled by dislocation core diffusion. The motion of jogs on edge dislocations dependent on dislocation core diffusion has been suggested as the rate-controlling mechanism of creep. In region II, the results regarding the stress exponent n ¼ 2, Q ¼ 85 AE 25 kJ/mol, lattice dislocation emitted from grain boundaries, the formation of slip bands as well as the mechanistic creep parameters indicated that the dominant creep deformation mechanism is GBS accommodated by slip. The creep rate-controlling mechanism is hardening and recovery of lattice dislocations within grain boundaries.
